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∇

ABSTRACT

∇

The problem has been addressed in this article is general and common problem in
the area of the wholesale trade and retail trade in particular. This problem comes through
non-barcoded products or products that cannot be coded before they are sold, such as milk,
rice, ...etc. Many studies have been found to solve this problem by using one of two
principles. The first principle depends on the abstract technical method using devices to
generate the barcode (or special programs to perform a task to generate the barcode), and
then re-entered the new data from generated barcode into the using accounting system. The
second principle depends on a dynamic way to create a list of non-barcoded products with
these barcodes, which are previously stored in the using program. Then the user must enter
this information manually to the user interface program. Both principles possess
disadvantages; have been processed in our own way put forward in this article.
Nowadays, no one can make wonderful works for the practice without database
technologies. We use in this article some database techniques to build database system
with its necessary relationships. Then we have supported this system with views
(interfaces) to avoid the disadvantages of both mentioned principles and use these positive
points. Through these interfaces we can determine the non-barcoded product, and to enter
the quantities with prices showing a view where we can enter the quantity, price or force it
to take together. We can understand by the application of these interfaces to address the
problem of lost or quantities of products dedicated to the customer. We addressed and
processed all these points through the algorithm XOMA, defined by us and is not
supported by any use of accounting system.
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Introduction:
The informatics world and accounting programs have found many works (programs
or articles) study and give solutions for non-barcoded products in different methods. The
first method is adopted to develop programs to help in the design of various forms of
barcode, in accordance with the using accounting systems. [1], [2], [3], [4]. The second
method focuses its attention on rendering techniques to generate the appropriate barcode
for the non-barcoded product. This barcode contains information about the type of the
product. This barcode has been printed by using special printer and re-read by barcodereader to enter its information into using accounting program. The user must continue to
enter the sold quantity through the used view to get the desired result.[3], [4].
The third method is the simplest one, but it is not practical, because it depends on
creating a list of non-barcoded products with these predefined and pre-stored barcodes. If
the user must enter non-barcoded product in this method, enter the information for this
product from the created list. [5], [6]. The last method is supported by using electronic and
programmatic scale, generated barcode, contains information about type, quantity, and
price of product. [7], [8]. In our method, we can get all advantages of previously
mentioned methods and avoid these disadvantages, by developing new hyper method.

Importance of Research and Its Goals:
In this article, we do not try to review a new method to design or generate barcodes,
but to use the advantages of these methods in the new technology. This technology
depends on the design of user-interface. This interface is used in case the product you want
to enter its data is non-barcoded. In our program, this interface appears by click on “NONBarcoded”-button in main sale interface. Using this technique, we can avoid implementing
the expensive electronic and programmatic scale, and we can calculate the exact sold
quantity, and know the lost or dedicated amount for the customer.
With this method, we can see that the software solutions can be more practical and
economical than by devices attached to the program or than the non-practical routine of
manual entry of data by the user (than the user’s mental capacity (abilities) to save a list of
coding). This method solves famous problem in field of general trade and retail. Note, that
the failure to resolve this problem creates a complex problem, and causes significant errors
in the accounts and commercial inventory.

Research Methods and Materials:
At first, we build a database with some relevant tables. Then design a view to solve
the mentioned problem with intelligent and cost effective method. In this research, we have
defined the tables with Oracle Database system ([9], [10], [11]). The diagram of the
relationships between the tables presented by UML-Notes ([12], [13], [14]). The
implementation of the defined algorithm ([15], [16], [17]) for the process of this case is
written by Delphi-Language ([18], [19], [20]).
We don’t want to go, as far as our research is concerned, into the theory of database
systems, UML-Diagrams and programming language. We start by defining our resource
data for this problem. The important tables in our work are represented as following:
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Figure (1): Database tables for product, firma, productSale

These tables contain information about the product like as ProductName, ProductId,
SalePrice, BuyPrice,… etc. and about the Production-Firma of them. The third table has
information about the Sale’s report. The Major Problem in our work is not to build a
database system with views and queries but to give solutions for the problem with products
that don’t having barcode. This Problem doesn’t allow the user to know about any exactly
reset amount of a product.

Results and Discussion:
Our solution begins with the idea of creating an interface that includes logos of all
non-barcoded products. By this interface the user can choose the product then write the
amount or the price or the both. The data, which the user entered by this interface have
been stored in our database. In the following part of discussion, we will explain our idea.
Views Design:
The first interface that we see (if the user calls this method) must contain all
products, which present as follows:

Figure2: The Interface to choose the aim product
By using the following SQL-Code:
select ProductName
from Product
where ProdBarcode= “NULL” or ProdState= 0
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We can receive in this view all the non-barcoded products. The attribute ‘ProdState’ can
contain either ‘1’ for barcoded product or ‘0’ for non-barcoded product. When the
‘ProdState’ contains the ‘0’, the ProdBarcode can’t contain any information. This query
must be embedded by a programming language to get the requirement. For example,
Delphi has Query-tool that allows typing this SQL-statement.
If the user clicked on one of them (ex. Milk), it soon shows the second interface in
this process. This interface has two fields to receive information (data) from the user (see
figure3).

Figure3: The Interface to enter amount, price or the both

Under these circumstances, we have already defined an algorithm to apply to all cases,
which can appear after entering the data. This Algorithm can calculate the exact saleamount and the missing or donated one. In the following discussion, we will illustrate this
algorithm with normal algorithm language:
The XOMA Algorithm (eXact Or Missing Amount):
Before clearly explaining our algorithm, we present the architecture of the caselevel for our algorithm.

Figure4: Case-Level Architecture for XOMA

The XOMA algorithm is only active when the non-barcoded products are stored in the
“basket buy”.
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Algorithm XOMA;
Input: Amount (Am), BuyPrice (Bp) or both of a product
Output: Calculated Amount (CAm), Missing Amount (MA)
1- Begin
2- If at first ‘Amount’ is entered and only it:
a. get the Buy-price (Bp) by the following SQL-Statement:
select BuyPrice
from Product
where ProductName= “Milk”
b. yet, show the price in the Price-Field by calculating it in the form of
“ ∗ ”.
c. Store the Amount and the price in the database.
d. If the user wants to enter other price must be clicking on check box of ‘Both
Sure’ (go to step 4).
3- If at first ‘Price’ is entered and only it:
a. get the amount for the entered price by calculation it from the database
table like as:
 ∗ 
 =

‘NewBp’ is the entered price, ‘CAm’ is the calculated Amount
b. If the user wants to enter the real amount must be clicked on check box
of ‘Both Sure’ (go to step 4).
4- If the user clicks on check box of ‘Both Sure’ at first, we meet the missing
amount or the non-fixed price, because the user will enter either price that is not
relevant with the amount, or the amount that is not relevant with the price.
a. In this step, the entered data will be stored in our database. Then the
algorithm calculates the missing amount by using the following statement:
 =  ∗   
MA: Missing Amount, EA: Entered Amount,
PerMis: Percent of missing amount. It is given by the manager. For
example, in the most of Trade-report, we find that the percent of missing
amount is nearly 1.5%. In this case, MA “for entered Amount” equal to ‘3.3’
is equal to ‘3.3 * 1.5 %’
b. To know the missing or donated amount must be compared to the relevant
buy-price in the database.
c. The entered price that is not equal to the fixed price, must be proved by a
condition. This condition explains that the price must be belonging to the
fixed interval [LowPrice, HighPrice].
The fixed interval is given by the manager.
d. In the next the MA will be stored in our database. Finally we summarize all
stored MA to be compared with reset amount in the warehouse.
5- In each step, depending on entered price, test if price smaller than the buy’s
price, then multiply the percent of the minimum of win. That means:

 <  ∗    ℎ  ℎ

PerMin: Percent of the minimum of win.
6- End XOMA;
In this algorithm, we denote each procedure’s step in this algorithm and the entered
date plays a big role. For this algorithm we designed views to make the process very
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simple and perfect. The views have been implemented depending on database system and
on a programming language (Delphi) “we can use other programming language like as
Java, VC++, C#, … etc.” The entered data by the previous interface will be transferred into
the following view:

Figure5: Interface for entering information of sold product

Then, we go forward with the main interface to complete the entering of sale-products.

Conclusions and Recommendations:
In this article, we have defined a simple but efficient XOMA algorithm. This
Algorithm can be extended to include all cases that we can find in small, middle and big
trades. The cost of our algorithm is not discussed in this article but we have proved that
this algorithm has more efficient than other defined algorithm for other works (that
mentioned in ‘introduction’), and processed more case than the other one, can’t process it.
We can give some information about the cost of our algorithm. All operations in XOMAAlgorithm are basic operations and have the cost O(1). XOMA-Algorithm is a sub
algorithm and can be integrated in all main sale interfaces. This means that this algorithm
doesn’t change the cost of total algorithm.
Throughout this article, we have endeavored to prove that the academic ideas can
be brought more efficiently for the industry and the associations.
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